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Chapter 7
Cluster evolution and critical cluster sizes
during nucleation
Abstract. Growth and decay of clusters play an important role in nucleation processes.
In this chapter we study these processes at temperatures below the critical temperature Tc
for a two dimensional Isingmodel for both square and triangular lattices usingMonte Carlo
(MC) simulations and the enumeration of lattice animals. For the lattice animals all unique
cluster conﬁgurations with their internal bonds were identiﬁed up to 25 spins for the trian-
gular lattice and up to 29 spins for the square lattice. From these conﬁgurations the critical
cluster sizes for nucleation have been determined based on two (thermodynamic) deﬁni-
tions. From theMonte Carlo simulations the critical cluster size is also obtained by studying
the decay and growth of inserted most compact clusters of diﬀerent sizes. A good agree-
ment is found between the results from the MC simulations and one of the deﬁnitions of
critical size used for the lattice animals at temperatures T > ∼0.4Tc for the square lattice
and T > ∼0.2Tc for the triangular lattice (for the range of external ﬁelds H considered). At
low temperatures (T ≈ 0.2Tc for the square lattice and T ≈ 0.1Tc for the triangular lattice)
magic numbers are found in the size distributions during the MC simulations. However,
these numbers are not present in the critical cluster sizes based on the MC simulations, as
they are present for the lattice animal data. In order to achieve also these magic numbers
in the critical cluster sizes based on the MC simulation the temperature has to be reduced
further to T ≈ 0.15Tc for the square lattice. e observed evolution of magic numbers with
temperature rise is rationalized.
7.1 Introduction
Understanding nucleation processes is of great importance, because many natural and tech-
nological processes critically depend on nucleation. Most phase transformations proceed via
nucleation and growth, and such transitions occur in a wide variety of systems from atomic
to astronomic length scales. For instance, stars and solar systems have been developed in the
Based on Cluster evolution and critical cluster sizes for the square and triangular lattice Ising models using lattice
animals and Monte Carlo simulations,
G. Eising and B.J. Kooi, Phys. Rev. B 85, 214108 (2012)
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(early) universe by nucleation and growth. [1] Clouds and rain drops can be associated with
nucleation and growth. [2] Nucleation plays also a key role in most materials production, hav-
ing in general a crucial inﬂuence on the ﬁnal product performance, for instance determining
crystal grain sizes and morphologies, second-phase precipitation, recrystallization, etc. [3–5]
A crucial ingredient of nucleation is the presence of an energy barrier that has to be over-
come by multiple crossing attempts by certain jump frequencies with certain energies (which
oen is the thermal energy). e energy barrier is directly associated with (the minimal work
required to form) a critical nucleus. For sizes smaller than this critical one, the nucleus has a
larger probability to decay than grow and this is only reversed when a nucleus size becomes
larger than the critical one. e attempts to cross the energy barrier can in many systems be
described as a stepwise release or attachment of monomers to clusters ranging in size from a
single monomer to a size that exceeds the critical cluster size having a number of monomers
n∗. In the isotropic case, cluster properties are only a function of the number of monomers
(spins, atoms, etc.) n they contain. Clusters decay or grow by stepwise release or attachment of
a monomer (n − 1 and n + 1), i.e., the process is a one-dimensional Markov chain. Although a
complete picture of (both steady state and transient) nucleation is far from trivial in this one-
dimensional case, [6] the complexity strongly increases when clusters with the same n can have
a large variety in shapes and energies, as is already the case within the relatively simple 2D
square-lattice Ising model for n ≥ 6. [7–9] For example, for n = 19, 20, and 21, the total num-
ber of distinct cluster conﬁgurations on the 2D square lattice is over 5.9 × 109, 22 × 109, and
88 × 109, respectively. [9] In principle, all possible transitions with their energies and proba-
bilities between all conﬁgurations for such n − 1 ↔ n ↔ n + 1 have to be considered from
n = 0 to n clearly larger than the critical nucleus size n∗ in order to arrive at a complete picture
of nucleation. Fortunately, the situation simpliﬁes at low temperatures, because cluster energy
will prevail over entropy and, thus, for each n, only clusters with the lowest possible energies
have to be considered. en, most conﬁgurations can be discarded and the one-dimensional
case is again approached. For instance, for n = 19, 20, and 21, the number of clusters with the
lowest energy (two lowest energies) is 8 (922), 2 (428), and 187 (7835), respectively. [9]
Interesting work has been published recently on the validity of the classical nucleation the-
ory for Isingmodels. [10]However, still the nucleation process is considered a 1DMarkov chain
process. Here we show that in principle this one-dimensionality is valid when (i) growth pro-
ceeds only along the lowest possible energy path at very low temperatures and (ii) at suﬃciently
high temperatures the anisotropy in surface energy vanishes.
ese examples shows that dynamic Ising models can be relevant and have been popular
systems for studying and understanding nucleation (see a non-exhaustive list in Refs. [8–14]).
Also, this chapter is dedicated to this ﬁeld of research by studying for the 2D square and tri-
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angular lattice Ising models the critical cluster for nucleation. Two thermodynamic and one
kinetic deﬁnition have been used to determine the critical cluster size as a function of the ex-
ternal magnetic ﬁeldH and temperature T below Tc. e thermodynamic deﬁnitions are based
on lattice animal enumeration up to n = 29 for the square lattice and up to n = 25 for the
triangular lattice. Critical cluster sizes obtained in this way are compared with the ones ob-
tained by the MC simulations based on a technique that we recently developed. [14] Since the
MC simulations and the critical cluster size determination (based on the kinetic deﬁnition) are
computer resource intensive, they were limited to 0.23Tc ≤ T ≤ 0.5Tc and a certain interval
of H values. A striking result of the comparison is that critical cluster sizes with magic num-
bers are present at low temperatures (T ≈ 0.2Tc for the square lattice and T ≈ 0.1Tc for the
triangular lattice) according to both thermodynamic deﬁnitions, whereas they are still absent
according to the kinetic deﬁnition. Yet, the same type of magic numbers are present in the
actual size distributions as obtained using the MC simulations at these low temperatures, but
they do not show up in the critical cluster size according to the kinetic deﬁnition. In order to
observe these magic numbers also in the critical nucleus sizes based on the kinetic deﬁnition
the temperature has to be reduced further (T ≈ 0.15Tc for the square lattice). Here we show
that the actual critical nucleus involves averaging over neighboring cluster sizes and therefore
can be also rationalized in the light of the so-called Transition Patheory. [15]
e chapter is organized as follows. In section 7.2 the model and numerical methods are
explained in detail. en the results are presented in section 7.3 based on the lattice animal enu-
merations (7.3.1), based on the MC simulations (7.3.2). e results of these sections 7.3.1 and
7.3.2 are compared in section 7.3.3. Subsequently, the temperature evolution of magic num-
bers according to Monte Carlo simulations are compared for the square and triangular lattice
and ﬁnally the correlation of these evolutions with the temperature evolution of the interface
tensions for the respective Ising models are shown.
7.2 Model and numerical methods
7.2.1 Ising model






with a ferromagnetic coupling constant J > 0 between the spins σ having ±1 value and with an
external magnetic ﬁeld H; nn indicates the summation over all nearest-neighbor pairs.
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e energy of a cluster with spins up on a 2D lattice with surrounding spins down in a
ﬁeldH pointing up is deﬁned by the cluster size n and the number of internal nearest-neighbor
bonds b:
Ebn = 2JPbn − 2nH (7.2)
with Pbn the perimeter of the cluster given by:
Pbn = 4n − 2b for a square lattice and (7.3a)
Pbn = 6n − 2b for a triangular lattice. (7.3b)
At low temperatures growth of clusters is completely dominated by the path along mini-
mum cluster energies and thus occurs via the most compact shapes. is means a minimum in
Ebn for each n, corresponding to a maximum in number of bonds b for each n (being the min-
imal perimeter). e curve of Ebn versus n in this case is not smooth, because it has an overall
classical (Gibbs) outlook plus sharp saw-tooth modulation, see for example Fig. 7.6.
On the square lattice the square m × m and rectangular m × (m + 1) shapes, i.e., with {10}
facets are the most compact shapes. For given external magnetic ﬁeld H the critical length
m∗ is deﬁned by m∗ = “ﬂoor”(2J/H) with J( > 0) the ferromagnetic coupling constant in the
standard Ising Hamiltonian [cf. (7.1)], where the operation “ﬂoor” means rounding to the
lower nearest integer number. e critical nucleus, as derived by Neves and Schonmann for
T → 0, [16] is then the n∗ = m∗ × (m∗ + 1) rectangle with an extra spin on the longer side.
Directly above T = 0, also the intermediate n = m2 + 1 clusters can become critical nuclei. [8]
e higher the temperature, the more these discrete magic values of n due to the speciﬁc low
energy conﬁgurations become replaced by the continuous spectrum of all integer n values due
to conﬁgurational entropy.
For the triangular lattice this analysis of most compact shapes and the magic critical cluster
sizes has not been presented before and is somewhat more complicated (than for the square
lattice), but still can be derived readily based on Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3b). e curve of Ebn versus n
along the lowest energy path shows primaryminima in energy for themost compact hexagonal
shapes (m(integer) ≥ 1):
n−p = 3m2 − 3m + 1, (7.4a)
b−p = 9m2 − 15m + 6, (7.4b)
Ebn = 4J ส−
9H
6J
m2 + ว6 +
9H
6J ศm − ว6 +
3H
6J ศห . (7.4c)
Similarly as for the square lattice, m can be interpreted physically as the facet length, in this
case of the hexagon. ‘Primary’ critical ﬁelds H∗p occur at the maximum in the primary energy
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2m − 1 . (7.5)
In-between two sequential primary critical ﬁelds, starting from H∗p =
4J
2m−1 in the direction of
decreasing H-values (i.e., going fromm tom + 1), ﬁrst a primary maximum occurs for:
n+1p = 3m2 − 2m + 1, (7.6a)
b+1p = 9m2 − 12m + 4. (7.6b)
Secondary maxima are absent at zero Kelvin, but three secondary maxima do arise for T > 0,





ese three secondary maxima in order of decreasing H-values are:
n+2s = 3m2 −m + 1, (7.8a)
b+2s = 9m2 − 9m + 3, (7.8b)
n+3s = 3m2 + 1, (7.8c)
b+3s = 9m2 − 6m + 2, (7.8d)
n+4s = 3m2 +m + 1, (7.8e)
b+4s = 9m2 − 3m + 1. (7.8f)
en the second primary maximum with:
n+5p = 3m2 + 2m + 1, (7.9a)
b+5p = 9m2 (7.9b)
occurs down to the next H∗p =
4J
2(m+1)−1 .
Summarizing: In-between two sequentialH∗p , in the direction of decreasingH-values, there
are at low temperatures always ﬁve domains of constant critical nucleus sizes, where the ﬁrst
n+1p = 3m2 − 2m + 1 and ﬁh n+5p = 3m2 + 2m + 1 correspond to primary domains that at
T = 0 span the regions deﬁned by 4J





< H < 4J
2(m+1)−1 , respectively. e
three secondary domains only emerge for T > 0 and they originate from H = 6J
3m
at T = 0.
One can wonder why there are only ﬁve domains and not six, because that would correspond to
adding one extra spin to each of the six facets of a perfect hexagon. e reason is that the perfect
hexagon has that low (cusp in) energy that adding the ﬁrst extra spin to one of the six facets of
the hexagon will not provide a maximum in energy and will thus not be a critical cluster size at
low temperatures.
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Based on the energies Ebn the semi-equilibrium distribution (number density) Dbn of non-
interacting clusters can be derived: [8]





where kB is the Boltzmann constant andwbn is the distinct number of conﬁgurations possible for
given cluster size n and internal bond count b. For the square lattice the valueswbn can be found
in literature up to n = 21, [9] for the triangular lattice no relevant literature providingwbn values
exists. Note that existing literature only provides data on the total number of conﬁgurations,
polyominoes (polyiamonds, polyhexes) or lattice animals for a given n or provides data on the
so-called perimeter polynomials. In the latter case not only the total number of clusters with
a certain size n is given, but also how this total number is subdivided over the various possible
perimeters. e perimeter is deﬁned as the number of adjacent unoccupied lattice sites which
is not equal to the number of bonds to unoccupied nearest neighbor sites needed to calculate
the number of internal bonds. erefore, these known values cannot be used to specify wbn and
to calculate the number distribution Dbn that is essential for the study of nucleation (see e.g.,
Refs. [7] and [8]).
7.2.2 Lattice animals enumeration
e semi-equilibrium distribution of non-interacting clusters as described by Eq. (7.10) is cen-
tral to the present work and also can be considered fundamental for understanding the nucle-
ation problem of clusters on a lattice (see e.g., Refs. [7] and [8]). e energies Ebn in Eq. (7.10)
can be determined readily, but calculation of the wbn values, apart from small cluster sizes n, is
very demanding. Based on algorithms by Redner [17] and [18] a parallel algorithm was devel-
oped to enumerate all these ﬁxed wbn conﬁgurations or lattice animals up to a given size nmax
including the internal bond counts for each conﬁguration. e enumeration was done recur-
sively, i.e., using a cluster of size n all possible clusters of size n + 1 are generated using the
cluster of size n as base. e (n + 1)-clusters are then used to generate the (n + 2)-clusters in a
similar way. To prevent generating the same cluster multiple times, information is passed on
to the (n + 1)-clusters on which lattice sites already have been used by previous n-clusters and
are thus forbidden. is is explained in more detail in Ref. [18].
As information on which lattice sites are available for n + 1 clusters is only provided by
clusters smaller than size n + 1 it is possible to split the calculations into multiple branches at
size n allowing for perfect parallelization. [18] First, all unique conﬁgurations up to size n are
generated and stored, together with the information on available and forbidden lattice sites.
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en a number of calculations is started, equal to the number of unique conﬁgurations at size
n, generating all conﬁgurations of size n + 1 up to nmax with the clusters of size n as starting
points.
Using this algorithm the number of conﬁgurations wbn for the square lattice was calculated
up to nmax = 29 and for the triangular lattice up to nmax = 25. It is noted that the limit nmax is
imposed by available computing power, because increasing nmax with one would require four
to ﬁve times more computing power or time as the total amount of lattice animals increases
four to ﬁve times. e current enumerations used 40000 hours of CPU time on the Millipede
computing cluster at the University of Groningen, which consists of 2832 Opteron 2.6GHz
cores.
7.2.3 Critical cluster sizes
Based on the semi-equilibrium distribution of non-interacting clusters [Eq. (7.10)] two def-
initions are possible for the determination of the critical cluster size for nucleation at a given
temperature and external ﬁeld. [8]e “microscopic” saddle-point deﬁnition identiﬁes a max-
imum Dbn among all possible b for a given n. en a minimum among all n is selected. e
second deﬁnition is a thermodynamically averaged distribution, i.e., for each n ﬁrst averaging
over all b takes place and then the optimum is selected.
Using themicroscopic saddle-point [8] the critical cluster size n∗ for nucleation is identiﬁed.
Dn (H,T) is deﬁned as the maximum of Dbn (H,T) for a given n for all possible b:
Dn (H,T) = max෽D
b
n (H,T) ; bmin ≤ b ≤ bmax෾ . (7.11a)
From this deﬁnition we ﬁnd the most favorable amount of bonds for a given n at a certain
temperature and ﬁeld. e critical cluster size n∗(H,T) is then given by n for which Dn(H,T) is
minimal.
Dn∗ (H,T) = min ඹDn (H,T) ; 1 ≤ n ≤ nmaxය . (7.11b)
e critical cluster size according to the thermodynamically averaged deﬁnition is derived
by summing the contributions of all possible internal bond counts such that an averaged
⟨W⟩n (H,T) is obtained:
for a triangular lattice:
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and for a square lattice:





and then determining the critical size by selecting the maximum:
⟨W⟩n∗ (H,T) = max ඹ⟨W⟩n (H,T) ; 1 ≤ n ≤ nmaxය . (7.12c)
It is convenient, without loss of generality, to scale J and the Boltzmann constant kB to
unity and deﬁne the temperature with respect to the critical temperature Tc. Calculations were
done up to 1.3Tc, where Tc = 2/ ln෷√2 + 1෸ for the square lattice given by Onsager’s exact
solution [19] and Tc = 4/ ln (3) for the triangular lattice. [20] Note that beyond Tc results can
be readily calculated, but they do not have physical meaning and should be treated as formal.
Both deﬁnitions for the critical cluster size result in ﬁgures with domains of constant critical
number n∗ (with associated b∗) as function of temperature and external ﬁeld. For the square
lattice this analysis and construction of ﬁgures was already done by Ref. [8] up to nmax = 17.
For the triangular lattice no domain map has been published before as existing literature only
provides data on the total number of conﬁgurations, polyominoes (polyiamonds, polyhexes)
or lattice animals for a given n or provides data on the on the so-called perimeter polynomials,
which are not the same as our wbn as already explained above.
Note that both deﬁnitions of the critical cluster size can never fully agree with the exact
results derived for the square lattice by Neves and Schonmann for the critical nuclei when (for
ﬁxed H) T → 0. [16] e reason is that in the lattice animal enumeration there is no distinc-
tion between the true Neves-Schonmann critical nucleus conﬁgurations and conﬁgurations
that have the same size and energy. To give the most simple example: the n = 3 straight cluster
and the n = 3 L-shaped cluster have the same size and energy in the lattice animal enumera-
tion and are not distinguished, whereas only the latter is a true critical nucleus according to the
exact results for 1J < H < 2J when T → 0. Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated below the
critical nucleus sizes as a function ofH for T → 0 based on the two deﬁnitions given above still
completely agree with the sizes predicted by the exact results of Neves and Schonmann.
7.2.4 Monte Carlo simulations
In order to compare critical cluster sizes derived on the basis of the deﬁnitions presented in the
previous section, which employ lattice animals enumeration and have in fact a thermodynamic
basis, an alternative method employingMonte Carlo simulations is introduced here, which has
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a kinetic basis. Cluster growth on triangular and square lattices was studied usingMonte-Carlo
simulations using themethod outlined in Ref. [14]. To study the dynamic cluster evolution pro-
cesses, the stochastic Glauber dynamics were used, where the spin-ﬂip probabilities are deﬁned
by: [21]
P බsi → −siභ =
exp ඳ−βΔEප
1 + exp ඳ−βΔEප
(7.13)
with β = 1/kBT, with kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and ΔE the energy change






with nn the nearest neighbor sites of site i.
Simulations were performed on small square or triangular lattices with appropriate bound-
ary conditions. Initially all spins are pointing downwards. For each Monte Carlo step a site is
chosen at random and ﬂipped with the probability given in Eq. (7.13). Time is given in units of
Monte Carlo steps per site (MCSS), i.e., in one unit a number ofMonte Carlo steps is performed
that is equal to the total amount of lattice sites.
To be able to perform relevant MC simulations at low temperatures (T < 0.5Tc) and low
ﬁelds (H < 0.5) a cluster with n spins pointing upwards is inserted near the center of a relatively
small lattice at t = 0 in order to speed up the simulation process. It was shown that inserted
clusters of course show stochastic behavior. [14] However, deterministic overall behavior (e.g.,
the overall fractions of growing and decaying clusters and the whole size distribution aer a
certain number of MCSS as will be shown below) can be obtained approximately by repeating
the simulations several thousand times. [14, 22] e inserted clusters correspond to the most
compact shapes, i.e., with the highest number of internal bonds. All the clusters of various
size n considered are on the growth path associated with the most compact shapes and thus
remain closest to a perfect square shape on the square lattice and a perfect hexagonal shape
on the triangular lattice. However, our experiments also show that the results on the critical
nuclei are not sensitive to the type of inserted cluster, because results for inserted clusters with
two internal bonds less, i.e., two corner sides of the most compact clusters were removed and
added to the longer sides of the remaining cluster, showed very similar results.
During the simulation the evolution of the size of the single cluster and its number of inter-
nal bonds as function of time is followed. Aer a certain number of MCSS the amount of clus-
ters and the cluster sizes are determined using the eﬃcient Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm. [23]
e cluster size n is deﬁned as the total number of connected spins with a positive orientation.
If multiple clusters are present, the size of the largest cluster is taken.
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It was shown in Ref. [14] that early on in the simulation the distribution curves aer various
MCSS are pivoting around a central point that coincides with the ﬁnal fraction of clusters that
will decay and grow. With distribution curve we mean here that all observed cluster sizes aer
a certain amount of MCSS (when starting at MCSS = 0 from the same initial input cluster) are
plotted in ascending (or descending) order. In this way for each input cluster of size n the decay
fraction fnd (H,T) and growth fraction f
n
g (H,T) = 1− fnd was determined for given temperature T
and external ﬁeldH. e critical cluster size n∗ was then deﬁned as the size of the input cluster
which shows a decay fraction closest to 0.5:
n∗ (H,T) = min෽จf
n
d
(H,T) − fng (H,T)จ ; nmin ≤ n ≤ nmax෾ . (7.15)
Compared to the thermodynamic deﬁnitions provided in the previous Section 7.2.3 the present
deﬁnition of the critical cluster size based on MC simulations can thus be considered a kinetic
deﬁnition.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Results of lattice animals enumeration
e results of the enumerations using the algorithm described in section 7.2.2 above are shown
in Fig. 7.1 and are listed in Appendix A for both the square and triangular lattice. Cumulative
data∑b wbn , available for both square [24] and triangular [25] lattices, were used for veriﬁcation
of the calculated data. Moreover, the present data for the square lattice is identical to the data
presented by Ref. [8] going up to n = 17 (apart from a mistake in this list at n = 12 and
k − n + 1 = 0; it gives 268852, but must be 268352), and Ref. [9] going up to n = 21.
Using the results given in Table 7.1 in Appendix A, a ‘phase diagram’ of relative temperature
T/Tc versus external magnetic ﬁeld H, showing domains of constant critical cluster size n∗ was
constructed for the square lattice; see Fig. 7.2a. Eﬀectively this phase diagramwas already given
in Ref. [8], but we extended it from n = 17 up to n = 29. In addition we are now showing in
one ﬁgure both the domains of constant critical bond count b∗ using the color coding (see scale
at the right-hand axis) and the domains of critical cluster size n∗ as indicated by the numbers in
the ﬁgure. For the triangular lattice the analogous phase diagramswere calculated up to n = 25,
using the results in Table 7.2 in Appendix A, and are presented with domains of constant n∗ and
b∗ in Fig. 7.2b. Boundaries of domains which are not deﬁnite due to limited nmax are shaded.
For T = 0 the critical sizes n∗ as a function of H in Fig. 7.2b are identical to the sizes
calculated using the primary maxima of the energy function, e.g., as described by Eqs. (7.5)































































Figure 7.1 |Number of conögurationswbn as function of the amount of bonds for clusters of given size
n for a the square lattice and b the triangular lattice. Solid lines connect points belonging to the same
size n but having a diﬀerent number of bonds b.
correspond to the n∗ = m(m+1) rectangleswith an extra spin on the longer side. Also just above
T = 0 the secondary maxima in Fig. 7.2b for the triangular lattice appear in full agreement
with the calculations based on the energy function for the most compact sizes, i.e., Eqs. (7.7)
and (7.8) for the triangular lattice. For the square lattice the secondary maxima correspond
to n∗ = m2 + 1, i.e., square clusters with an extra spin on one side. For higher temperatures
(say T > 0.2Tc) a more complex pattern appears, showing small domains for which the critical
cluster size decreaseswith increasing temperature (at a certain ﬁeldH). For the triangular lattice
this complex pattern develops already at lower temperatures than for the square lattice.
When comparing the domains of constant n∗ with b∗ interesting behavior is observed. Let’s
ﬁrst consider the situation for the square lattice, because this is more straightforward than for
the triangular lattice. For the non-primary and non-secondary domains of constant n∗, i.e.,
those n∗ domains that do not extend down to T = 0 , two b∗ regions are present within each
domain of constant n∗: b∗ becomes b∗ − 1 above a certain temperature in the domain. is
transition only depends on the temperature since there is no coupling between the external
H-ﬁeld and the number of bonds [cf. Eq. (7.2)]. is is a clear entropic eﬀect, because certain
n∗ clusters, which have a higher energy (because they contain 1 bond less and thus have a
larger perimeter) but have a larger number of conﬁgurations wbn, become more favorable when
the temperature is increased. For the triangular lattice some domains of constant n∗ are split
(instead of two) in three temperature regions, with b∗, b∗ − 1 and b∗ − 2 when going to higher
temperature. For instance the domains with n∗ = 4, 5, 9.
e phase diagram of T/Tc versus H, showing domains of constant critical n∗, calculated
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Figure 7.2 | Normalized temperature versus external öeldH showing domains with constant critical
bondcountb∗wheredomainsof critical cluster sizen∗ are separatedbyblack lines fora the square lat-
tice and b the triangular lattice. The colors depict themost favorable bond counts b∗, where in larger
sized domains also values for n∗ are given. Note that for the square lattice all domains of constant n∗,
that do not extend down to T = 0, are split in a b∗ lower- and a b∗ − 1 upper temperature region; for
the triangular latticemost domains of constant n∗, certainly those that do not extend down toT = 0,
are split in two or three temperature regions. This indicates that for those n∗ less compact shapes be-
comes more favorable in the higher temperature region compared to the lower temperature region.
The boundaries of the shaded domains are not deönite due to limited nmax.
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using the thermodynamically averaged distribution, are shown in Fig. 7.3a and Fig. 7.3b for
the square and triangular lattices, respectively. At low temperatures (say T < 0.2Tc) the ﬁgures
show identical behavior as for the microscopic deﬁnition. At higher temperatures the domain
boundaries bifurcate, creating new domains with values for the critical size n∗ which are in-
between the ones of the neighboring domains. is creates a ﬁne pattern with a gradually
increasing n∗ when going (at a certain temperature) to lowerH. is also means that the magic
numbers that hold for n∗ at low temperatures (T < 0.2Tc) become gradually replaced by the
whole spectrum of all possible integer n∗ at higher temperatures. is replacement occurs for
the triangular lattice at clearly lower relative temperatures (T/Tc) than for the square lattice.
For all phase diagrams it is clear that n∗ decreases with increasing H. is is an obvious
result, because the maximum in (every possible) curve of Ebn versus n [cf. Eqs.(7.2) and (7.3)]
shis to lower n for higher H. For all phase diagrams it is also clear that n∗ decreases with in-
creasing T. e reason for this is that for lower n the total number of possible conﬁgurations
is also lower. At higher temperatures the conﬁgurational entropy term becomes increasingly
determining compared to the energy term [cf. Eq. (7.8)]. erefore, clusters become increas-
ingly critical when they have fewer conﬁgurations, i.e., when they are smaller. In Figs 7.2 and
7.3 the results of the calculations are shown for T ≥ Tc, however the assumption of J = 1 is not
justiﬁed in this regime and the results should be treated as formal.
7.3.2 Results of Monte Carlo simulations
To determine the critical cluster sizes, using the approach employing MC simulations as delin-
eated in section 7.2.2, MC simulations were repeated with diﬀerent input clusters ranging from
a cluster size n = 5 to n = 32 in their most compact conﬁguration. e simulation was run up
to 40 MCSS aer which the pivot point in the size distribution could clearly be determined at
the intersection of the size distribution curves pertaining to 20MCSS and 40MCSS.e decay
fraction fnd was taken equal to the relative position of the pivot point.
Since the MC simulations and the critical cluster size determination are computer resource
intensive, they were limited to regions which showed interesting features in the ﬁgures based on
the thermodynamic calculations (cf. Figs. 7.2 and 7.3), e.g., where domain boundaries bifurcate
when going from lower to higher temperatures. For the triangular lattice the external ﬁeld H
was in-between 0.65J and 0.85J, for the square lattice H was chosen between 0.33J and 0.49J.
For both lattices the temperature T ranges between 0.23Tc and 0.5Tc. e MC simulations
were repeated 5000 times for each input cluster to obtain enough statistical data for accurately
determining the growth and decay fractions.
e resulting n∗(H,T) ﬁgures are plotted in Fig. 7.4a for the square lattice and in Fig. 7.5a
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Figure 7.3 |Normalized temperature versus external öeldH showing domains of constant critical size
n∗ as deöned by the averaged distribution [cf. Eq. (7.12)] for a the square lattice and b the triangular
lattice. a Between T = 0 and T = 0.3Tc the domains are similar to those in Fig. 7.2a , above 0.3Tc a
öne pattern appears with increasing n∗ when going (at a certain temperature) to lowerH. b Between
T = 0 andT = 0.2Tc the domains are similar to those in Fig. 7.2b , above 0.2Tc a önepattern appears
with increasing n∗ when going (at a certain temperature) to lowerH. The boundaries of the shaded
domains are not deönite due to limited nmax.
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for the triangular lattice. For both lattices a gradual decrease in critical cluster size is found
when increasing temperature and external ﬁeld; both eﬀects were already explained in section
7.3.1 directly above. e negative slope of the boundaries and bands of the critical sizes become
slightly more negative when going to lower H-ﬁelds.
In the phase diagramof the triangular lattice all domainswith value n∗ border domainswith
value n∗ + 1 or n∗ − 1. All changes in critical size are gradual in this window. e domains get
slightly narrower when going to lower H. Clearly, no sign of magic numbers can be observed.
On the square lattice the transitions between domains are less gradual, because they involve
larger variations in domainwidth (along theH-axis). Also domain bands are shared bymultiple
critical n∗, for example n∗ = 19 and n∗ = 20 (or 14/15 or 24/25) are both detected critical in
the same region. Apart from this, some weak signs of magic numbers are present, because the
domains with n∗ = 17, 21 or 26 are wider.
ese results on the critical nuclei turn out not sensitive to the type of inserted cluster, be-
cause results for inserted clusters on the square lattice with two internal bonds less, i.e., two
corner sides of the most compact clusters were removed and added to the longer sides of the
remaining cluster, showed very similar results. With respect to Fig. 7.4a only a shi in H of
−0.03J is found for the critical cluster size in case of the inserted less compact clusters. No
signiﬁcant other changes are present in the results for the two types of input clusters and there-
fore the main conclusions of the present work are not dependent on the type of inserted cluster
as long as they are near to the appropriate growth (and decay) paths for this temperature and
ﬁelds.
7.3.3 Comparing lattice animals enumeration andMonte Carlo simulations
When comparing the domain maps based on the thermodynamic deﬁnitions with the ones
derived using the MC simulations, it is seen that the best agreement is found with the thermo-
dynamically averaged distribution, see Figs. 7.4 and 7.5. No large discrete regions are observed
in the MC simulations, similar as seen for the saddle-point deﬁnition. Instead there are bands
of constant critical size with an increasing negative slope for higher H, like in the case of the
thermodynamically averaged results. is holds for both the triangular and square lattices. is
is an interesting observation, because the starting clusters for the MC simulations are the most
compact shapes (closest to perfect square or hexagonal shapes) and therefore these clusters start
directly on the lowest energy path associated with the saddle-point deﬁnition. Apparently dur-
ing theMC simulations an averaging over conﬁgurations is taking place that appears to go away
from the lowest energy path and, as we will show below, the averaging is even going beyond
the one of the thermodynamically averaged result.
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Figure 7.4 |Domains for critical sizen∗ on a square lattice. The color indicates the critical sizen∗. a and
b Temperature T between 0.23Tc and 0.50Tc and external öeld H between 0.33J and 0.49J. c and
d Temperature T between 0.46Tc and 0.71Tc and external öeldH between 0.26J and 0.46J. a and c
For each point 5000 clusters in their most compact conögurations were used for the MC simulations
for each n. For each simulation the decay fraction was determined after 40 MCSS and was used to
determine the critical cluster size n∗ [cf. Eq. (7.15)]. b and d Critical cluster size as determined by the
thermodynamically averaged deönition [cf. Eq. (7.12b)]. The boundaries of the shaded domains are































Figure 7.5 | Domains for critical size n∗ on a triangular lattice for T between 0.23Tc and 0.5Tc and
H between 0.65J and 0.85J. The color indicates the critical size n∗. a Results from the Monte Carlo
simulations. For each point 5000 clusters in their most compact conögurations were used for the MC
simulations for eachn. For each simulation the decay fractionwas determined after 40MCSS andwas
used to determine the critical cluster size n∗ [cf. Eq. (7.15)]. b Results from the averaged deönition as
calculated using Eq. (7.12a). The boundaries of the shaded domains are not deönite due to limited
nmax.
For the square lattice not all critical sizes are present in theMC simulations in similar quan-
tities. For example, input clusters of size 20 and 25 are less present than clusters of size 21 and
26. is is supported by the thermodynamically determined critical sizes where below 0.36Tc
no critical size of 25 is found. A big diﬀerence is however that even at a low temperature of
0.25Tc all possible critical sizes (in the interval 12–32) are still found in the MC simulations,
whereas in the thermodynamic deﬁnition only themagic numbers 13, 17, 21 and 26 are present.
By increasing the temperatureT to the range of 0.46Tc to 0.71Tc and decreasing the external
ﬁeldH to the range of 0.26 to 0.46 the thermodynamically averaged deﬁnition shows a gradual
change from large clusters to small ones with all possible n∗ present, see Figs. 7.4c and 7.4d. MC
simulations on a square lattice performed in this range show excellent agreement for clusters
larger than n∗ = 15 for the entire range, while for smaller cluster sizes the best agreement is
found for T < 0.6Tc (and T > 0.45Tc).
For the triangular lattice we see an excellent agreement between the MC simulations and
the results from the averaged deﬁnition for temperatures above 0.4Tc, see Fig. 7.5. Below this
temperature the domains according to the thermodynamically averaged deﬁnition gradually
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reduce to only the ones of the magic numbers described by Eqs. (7.6)–(7.9), whereas the MC
simulations still shows the presence of all possible n∗.
Apparently for both the square and triangular lattices at low temperatures (< ∼0.30Tc for
the range of H-values presented) the MC simulations still provide the complete spectrum of
all possible n∗ and are not following the results for the thermodynamically averaged deﬁnition
of the critical cluster size. e reason for this is that with the MC deﬁnition of the critical
cluster size, i.e., the most compact n-size cluster that has a probability to grow (or decay) most
closely to 50%, not only averaging over b for a certain n takes place, but that also a certain
weighted averaging over directly associated neighboring n takes place. In this respect it is quite
obvious that the occurrence of magic numbers for the critical cluster size is strongly suppressed
according to the kinetic MC deﬁnition. In this respect the MC simulations provide results that
show some interesting features also predicted by the Transition Patheory. [15]
7.3.4 Temperature evolution of magic numbers
eMC simulations indicate that magic numbers are not present at low temperatures such as
T/Tc = 0.25, at least not in the sequence of critical nuclei as a function of magnetic ﬁeld H.
Moreover, the phase diagrams shown above in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 indicate that the disappearance
of magic numbers with temperature rise occurs at lower temperatures for the triangular lattice
than for the square one. To shed more light on these issues Fig. 7.7 presents cluster-size distri-
butions obtained by MC simulations at relatively low temperatures for the square and triangu-
lar lattice, where on both lattices the starting cluster was a n = 30 cluster in (one of) its most
compact shape. e statistic distribution of cluster sizes obtained for 10000 initially identical
clusters is shown aer a suﬃciently large number of MCSS, which allows some local equilibra-
tion of cluster sizes. Actually the cluster size distribution can be considered the product of a
Gaussian distribution with the semi-equilibrium distribution described by Eq. (7.10). [14] For
ﬁxedH and T, Eq. (7.10) is ﬁxed, but the Gaussian distribution evolves withMCSS from nearly
a delta function to a broad distribution.
Figure 7.6 shows, for both the triangular and square lattices, the cluster energy Ebn normal-
ized by the critical temperature Tc as a function of cluster size n for the most compact clusters
(i.e., largest number of bonds b) and thus depicts the lowest energy path for growing (and de-
caying) clusters. e energy curves in Fig. 7.6 clearly exhibit an overall classical (Gibbs) outlook
plus a sharp saw-toothmodulation. e values forHwere chosen such that the overall classical
outlook of the energy curves for the triangular and square lattice obtains the same shape, with
a maximum near n = 30, i.e., H = 0.37 for the square lattice and H = 0.642 for the triangular
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Figure 7.6 | Cluster energy Ebn normalized by Tc as a function of cluster size n for both square (dia-
monds) and triangular (crosses) lattice for themost compact clusters. The external öeldHwas chosen
such that the energy curves for the triangular and square lattice obtain the same overall shape.
ues. In this way we create comparable energy landscapes for cluster evolution on the triangular
and square lattice.
Figure 7.7a shows results for T = 0.454K, i.e., the same absolute temperature for the square
and triangular lattice (which is T = 0.2Tc for the square and T = 0.1247Tc for the triangular
lattice). e results for the square lattice hold aer 200 MCSS and for the triangular lattice
aer 300 MCSS, but the conclusions we will draw below are not sensitive to the value of the
MCSS. In both cluster size distributions clear signs of the expected magic numbers for maxima
andminima are present. esemagic numbers vanish at approximately 0.2Tc for the triangular
lattice and 0.4Tc for the square lattice. Despite thatT/Tc is clearly lower for the triangular lattice,
the (amplitude of the) modulation in the size distribution, i.e., the ratio between neighboring
maxima andminima, is clearly smaller in case of the triangular lattice than for the square lattice.
e main reason for this is that, for the same absolute temperature, the value for the saw-tooth
modulation (barrier heights) in the energy curve Ebn versus n is lower for the triangular than
for the one of square lattice case [cf. Fig. 7.6].
erefore, it is interesting to lower the temperature for the triangular lattice such that the
same value for the saw-tooth modulation holds for the (lowest energy path in the) Ebn ver-
sus n curves of the square and triangular lattices. To do so, the temperature is reduced from
T = 0.1247Tc (the case shown in Fig. 7.7a) to T = 0.1038Tc and the result (aer 400 MCSS) is
shown in Fig. 7.7b. e size distribution holding for the square lattice is the same in Figs. 7.7a
and 7.7b. Lowering the temperature of the triangular lattice has the clear eﬀect that the mod-
ulation and magic numbers (which were weaker) are now much stronger present in the size
distribution for the triangular lattice than for the square one. Apparently for the same value of
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Figure 7.7 | a Cluster size distribution at T = 0.454 K after 200 MCSS (square lattice) and 300 MCSS
(triangular lattice) after insertion of a most compact n = 30 cluster. For both lattices the occurrence
of magic numbers is clearly visible, but the modulation is clearly stronger for the square lattice. b
Cluster size distribution for the triangular lattice at T = 0.377 K after 400 MCSS. For the square lat-
tice the distribution is identical as in b, i.e., holds for T = 0.454 K after 200 MCSS. This diﬀerence
in temperature for both lattices ensures that the height in the saw tooth modulation of the energy
curve shown in 7.6 is the same for both cases. Now the magic numbers are more prominent for the
triangular than for the square lattice.
the saw-tooth modulation (barrier heights) in the energy path, the lower absolute temperature
for the triangular lattice determines that the modulation in the size distribution and thus the
magic numbers become more prominent. is can be understood, because the lower the tem-
peratures themore growth proceeds via the lowest energy path. At higher temperatures growth
also occurs via less favorable (higher energy) cluster conﬁgurations, which obscure the magic
numbers (and thus dampens the modulation) in the size distribution.
Despite that magic numbers are not present according to the kinetic MC deﬁnition of crit-
ical cluster sizes (see previous section), the present results show that they are actually present
in the size distribution itself for the square lattice below about 0.4Tc (for ∼0.3J < H < ∼0.5J)
and for the triangular lattice below ∼0.2Tc (for ∼0.5J < H < ∼0.9J).
e question now remains when magic numbers will become present according to the ki-
netic MC deﬁnition of critical cluster sizes. To test this, additional MC simulations were per-
formed for the square lattice for T = 0.15Tc for H between 0.1J and 0.5J with 1000 MCSS and
showed that the critical clusters as found from theory [m∗(m∗ + 1) + 1 andm2 + 1] are clearly
present. Cluster sizes in between these critical cluster sizes were also present but only in thin
lines between the critical domains. erefore we expect that the critical cluster sizes according
to our kinetic deﬁnition will also converge to, i.e., reproduce the sizes with magic numbers of
the exact results of Neves-Schonmann for T → 0.
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e present results show some interesting agreement with predictions of Transition Path
eory. [15] TPT shows for example that at elevated temperatures a critical cluster size for
nucleation is not present, but there is a transition path region (which includes many diﬀerent
clusters also with diﬀerent sizes). erefore, from TPT at higher T a ‘critical cluster size for
nucleation’ in the Ising model can be absent, but when T → 0 the transition path region con-
verge exactly to the critical nuclei according toNeves-Schonmann. [16]ese predictions agree
very well with the results of our MC simulations described and shown above. It is particularly
relevant to note that at higher temperatures the averaging over neighboring cluster sizes indi-
cate that there in principle is not a critical cluster size, but only a transition path region. e
results also show that the thermodynamic deﬁnitions have limited meaning. e saddle-point
deﬁnition is only relevant for T → 0.
7.3.5 Reduced interface tension according to lattice animals
An interesting correlation can be made between the disappearance of magic numbers with
temperature rise in the size distributions and the disappearance of the diﬀerence in interface
tension for the lowest and highest interface energy direction of the Ising system considered.
For the square lattice the lowest interface tension holds for the direction parallel to one of the
two principal lattice vectors (i.e., parallel to a {10} boundary): [26]
σ// = 2 + T ln෷tanh෷
1
T෸෸ . (7.16a)
e highest interface tension holds for the two directions making 45° with the principal lattice
vectors (i.e., parallel to a {11} boundary): [26]
σdiag = T√2 sinh෷
2
T෸ . (7.16b)
ese two interface tensions are shown as a function of reduced temperature (i.e., with
Tc = 2/ ln෷√2 + 1෸) in Fig. 7.8a. For temperatures above 0.6Tc, about the same interface
energies hold for σ// and σdiag. In the range from 0.6Tc down to 0.3Tc the diﬀerence between
the highest and lowest interface energy is still modest, but this diﬀerence rapidly increases when
going from 0.3Tc down to 0Tc.
For the triangular lattice the lowest interfacial tension holds for the direction parallel to one
of the three principal lattice vectors (i.e., parallel to the {101} boundary): [27]
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e highest interfacial tension holds for the three directions making 30° with the principle






2 ෸ , (7.17b)
With X speciﬁed as:




With y speciﬁed as:
y = tanh (J/T) . (7.17d)
ese two interface tensions are shown as a function of reduced temperature (i.e., with
Tc = 4/ ln (3)) in Fig. 7.8b. For temperatures above 0.3Tc, about the same interface energies
hold for σ{101} and σ{112}. In the range from 0.3Tc down to 0.15Tc the diﬀerence between the
highest and lowest interface energy is still modest, but this diﬀerence rapidly increases when
going from 0.15Tc down to 0Tc.
Interestingly, the diﬀerence in highest and lowest interface tension lattice reduces to a value
of about 0.12 at 0.4Tc for the square lattice and at 0.2Tc for the triangular lattice. Apparently
at these temperatures the experienced anisotropy in interface tension is that low that also in
the MC simulations the magic numbers disappear. e evolution and the disappearance of
the diﬀerence in interface tension occur at two times higher T/Tc values for the square than
for the triangular lattice. e same holds for the evolution and disappearance of magic cluster
sizes with the MC simulations. erefore, an interesting correlation exists between the disap-
pearance of anisotropy in interface tension with temperature rise holding for the Ising systems
considered and the disappearance of magic numbers with temperature rise based on MC sim-
ulations of these Ising systems.
Partly the comparison between the interfacial tension and the MC simulations is not ap-
propriate, because with the MC simulations we consider (too) small cluster sizes. is can be
readily deduced from the following analysis. Using the results of the lattice animal enumeration
we are able to derive an eﬀective interface tension associated with a certain cluster size, which
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Figure 7.8 | Lowest and highest interface tension as function of normalized temperature compared
with the eﬀective interface tension derived from the results of the lattice-animals enumeration for the
most compact square andhexagonal clusters. a For the square lattice the lowest interface tension and
the highest interface tension hold for the directions parallel andmaking a 45° anglewith the principal
lattice vectors: σ// and σdiag. Above 0.6Tc about the same interface energy is found for σ// and σdiag,
below 0.6Tc amodest diﬀerence is seen, which is rapidly increasing below 0.3Tc. b For the triangular
lattice the lowest interface tension and the highest interface tension hold for the direction parallel
and making a 30° angle with the principal lattice vectors: σ{101} and σ{112}. Above 0.3Tc about the
same interface energy is found for σ{101} and σ{112}, below 0.3Tc a modest diﬀerence is seen, which
is rapidly increasing below 0.15Tc.








where Dbn is given by Eq. (7.10) for H = 0. is eﬀectively means that the cluster area (inde-
pendent of shape) is mapped onto a circle and the circumference of this circle is taken as the
interface length. e size dependent eﬀective interface tensions are shown for most compact
shapes in Fig. 7.8a and 7.8b for the square and triangular lattices, respectively. Clearly, it can
be observed that the eﬀective interface tensions of these small clusters largely deviate from the
ones of long interfaces according to the Ising models considered. Since hexagons have shapes
better approaching the circular circumference than squares, it might be expected that in the
high temperature regime, where there is no anisotropy in interface tension for long interfaces,
the eﬀective interface tension with increasing cluster size more rapidly converges to the one
of long interfaces. e present results do not show this more rapid convergence as a function
of cluster size n, but when normalized to the facet length of the hexagon and square (so that
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hexagons with n = 7 and 19 are compared to squares with n = 4 and 9, respectively) indeed
this more rapid convergence occurs.
7.4 Summary and conclusions
In the present work we have studied the growth and decay of clusters at temperatures below Tc
for a two dimensional Ising model on square and triangular lattices. is was done by enumer-
ating all unique lattice conﬁgurations up to n = 25 for the triangular lattice and up to n = 29 for
the square lattice. From these enumerations the critical cluster sizes as function of temperature
and external ﬁeld have been calculated for both lattices using two diﬀerent thermodynamic
deﬁnitions. In addition, Monte Carlo simulations were performed to calculate the critical clus-
ter size using a kinetic deﬁnition. By inserting a (most) compact cluster at the start of the
simulation on a relatively small lattice, the simulation was speeded up at low temperatures.
e obtained MC results are in good agreement with the results obtained from the lattice-
animals enumeration based on the thermodynamic ‘averaged’ deﬁnition. In contrast, the ther-
modynamic ‘saddle-point’ deﬁnition provides results which strongly deviate from the other
two deﬁnitions at higher temperatures (T > ∼0.4Tc for ∼0.3J < H < ∼0.5J for the square
lattice and T > ∼0.2Tc for ∼0.5J < H < ∼0.9J for the triangular lattice). Even when we start
with the inserted most compact cluster exactly in the saddle-point of the energy landscape, still
the MC simulations will create a critical cluster size based on averaging not only over the vari-
ous highest bond numbers for this size, but also inﬂuenced by growth and decay of neighbor-
ing cluster sizes. ese results show interesting correspondence with predictions of Transition
Patheory. e dominance of a transition path region is also the principle reason that magic
numbers found at low temperatures in the critical cluster size mapping determined from the
lattice-animals enumeration did not appear in the results from the MC simulations. However,
the magic numbers are still present at these low temperatures when looking at the cluster size
distributions themselves during the MC simulation. Magic numbers in the size distribution
are absent for T > ∼0.4Tc for the square lattice and T > ∼0.2Tc for the triangular lattice. is
disappearance of the magic numbers with temperature rise according to the MC simulations
appears to correlate well with the disappearance of anisotropy in interface tension for both the
triangular and square lattice Ising models.
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Appendix A Results of lattice animal enumerations
To reduce the size of this appendix, only the last four columns of the enumeration re-
sults for both square (i.e., n = 26–29) and triangular (i.e., n = 22–25) lattices are
displayed. e complete tables with results of the enumerations can be obtained from
http://prb.aps.org/epaps/PRB/v85/i21/e214108/Supplementary_information.pdf
Table 7.1 |Numberswbn for lattice animals of size nwith b nearest-neighbor bonds on a square lattice
b − n + 1 n = 26 n = 27 n = 28 n = 29
0 16229462702152 59347661054364 217310732774774 796703824808133
1 24189042735960 92182297780388 351188857252945 1337559410177992
2 20069340693032 79445751162174 313931473684234 1238483979520028
3 11597020580256 47725780350640 195729688775506 800180322864548
4 5206305915854 22277974479762 94833467125572 401780150376616
5 1907128463082 8497520990660 37589435038468 165195027753972
6 590692982046 2744186080582 12628435807352 57620841061986
7 157649849696 765476680236 3671711955694 17421230022108
8 36829344698 187422193706 939128828434 4641894687940
9 7573377658 40581745976 213182013614 1100786553816
10 1376399286 7815893062 43249505720 234139368404
11 219358602 1334350332 7839604886 44760447220
12 30221878 200555450 1266040556 7688145478
13 3436112 25853212 179481116 1176550436
14 292150 2715418 21706048 157863938
15 14408 203956 2089582 17843312
16 238 8238 138032 1572217
17 88 4410 89720
18 30 2244
19 8
Sum 79992676367108 313224032098244 1228088671826973 4820975409710116
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Table 7.2 | Numbers wbn for lattice animals of size n with b nearest-neighbor bonds on a triangular
lattice
b − n + 1 n = 22 n = 23 n = 24 n = 25
0 904559526029 3633045705543 14618866104849 58925096656511
1 3381680573145 14245879371702 59994271844640 252587197669380
2 6935395193619 30536428025994 134149981674201 588136415285907
3 9882512145349 45491545097088 208502270964357 951883848747450
4 10946275371915 52639206348039 251541102048070 1195131553155843
5 10029051824175 50323384357908 250467164237622 1237407269795130
6 7951429502780 41540918651313 214945130085942 1102419675592266
7 5616587038428 30493548920454 163742542311590 870415630787376
8 3604100678331 20309871329400 113031582891882 621926951369688
9 2125074406429 12426594377682 71643698564961 407769357680848
10 1162894886292 7054620513255 42120504760647 247887899346549
11 595319641932 3745901651316 23155725486606 140868293836188
12 286949641752 1872872536719 11985082924146 75351132792440
13 130627824807 885143641404 5866594347098 38126042283798
14 56389557147 396966215310 2726382831960 18321328706652
15 23152543856 169477230348 1206921456984 8390106044744
16 9060408456 69067326666 510450312074 3672888359445
17 3376811733 26876822412 206507952681 1539749615394
18 1201199147 10003234443 80041352667 619195388568
19 407325135 3562397538 29750219757 239163111534
20 131388126 1213474803 10611378024 88825796556
21 40050371 393762516 3624898689 31702007762
22 11542896 121707717 1185595080 10872940908
23 3095724 35638878 370426029 3580047858
24 753821 9774798 109999506 1129300090
25 163743 2479080 30800680 339516990
26 29049 568761 8081229 97023045
27 3424 111990 1933998 26091412
28 147 17115 411402 6493404
29 1458 73266 1462794




Sum 63646233127758 315876691291677 1570540515980274 7821755377244303
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